THE UNIVERSAL TURBINE PUMP
Custom Manufactured to meet Your Specific Needs
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THE DEMING VERTICAL TURBINE
®

The Most Universal Pump Available
No matter what type of liquid you need to move,
chances are the Deming Vertical Turbine Pump
is your best choice for the job.
The Deming Vertical Turbine Pump is suitable
for transferring almost any liquid, from rain
water to hard-to-handle fluids (hazardous,
abrasive, viscous, etc.), in a wide range of capacities and pressures to match your requirements.
There is a model of the Universal Turbine Pump
to solve virtually any fluid-handling problem
you may have. By selecting the proper motor,
sealing option, strainer, metallurgy, etc. for
your application, you can virtually create your
own pump. Imagine the possibilities! Our experienced engineers can help with your specific application.
Because there are so many configurations, the
Deming Vertical Turbine is the most versatile
pump in the world. These pumps are solving
problems in a broad range of industries, including steel mills, metal finishing, chemical, paper,
municipal, petroleum, agriculture - in virtually
any type of facility that transfers fluid.
Additionally, the Deming Vertical Turbine features the same precision engineering and topquality materials that are built into all our
pumps. The result: a pump that runs smoother
and lasts longer.
More than a century of research, engineering
and manufacturing experience stands by your
selection of a Deming Universal Vertical Turbine Pump. It will prove to be a wise choice.
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TYPICAL PUMP CONFIGURATIONS
Hollow-shaft motor

Solid-shaft motor

Hollow-shaft motor

Surface discharge
head

Motor stand

G-head Ansi basemounting flange

Threaded column
Standard bowl
assembly
Basket strainer

Fabricated
discharge head
Flanged column
Flanged Bowls
Bell-mouth suction

Liquid lockbypass
construction
Bowl assemblyopen suction

Bolt-on strainer

Hollow-shaft motor

Hollow-shaft motor

Solid-shaft motor
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head

T-head

Motor stand
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construction
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A MODULAR APPROACH
DRIVERS

DISCHARGE HEADS

SEALING METHODS

COLUMN AND SHAFT

BEARING HOUSINGS

Hollow-shaft
motor
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surface
discharge cast iron
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pressure
packing box

Open lineshaft productlubricated

Productlubricated
with rubber
bearing

Productlubricated

BOWL ASSEMBLIES

STRAINERS

Standard
basket

TO PUMP CONSTRUCTION...
Solid shaft
motor with
stand

C-face motor
with thrust
stand

Right angle
gear drive

Combination
right angle
gear drive

Fabricatedsteel surface
discharge

T-head

G-head
ANSI flange
base

Motor stand
for belowgrade
discharge

Mechanical
seal

Liquid lockbypass
construction

Oil/grease
flush
construction

Highpressure
packing box

Enclosed
lineshaftoil-lubricated

Flanged
column

Oil/grease
flush
construction

Below-grade
discharge

...TO MEET YOUR SPECIFIC NEEDS.

Productlubricated
with
metallic
bearing

Flanged
bowlstapered
suction

Standard
conical

Flanged
bowlsbell-mouth
suction

Grease flush

Flat mesh
for bell

Bolt-on
basket
for bell

Highpressure
cased
assembly

Open construction
(no strainer)

THE DEMING VERTICAL TURBINE
®

Availability...Service
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MICHIGAN

Main Headquarters
23633 Pinewood
Warren, Michigan 48091
Phone: 586- 757- 5711
Fax: 586- 758- 6996
INFO@ psi4pumps.com
INDIANA
Service Center

485 N State Route 341 South
Mellott, Indiana 47958
Phone: 765- 295- 2206
Fax: 765- 295- 2343
www.process-systems-inc.com

